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WHAT: Actor Jim Caviezel, General Michael Flynn, Abby Johnson, and more renowned Christian
leaders to be announced, are traveling to Cincinnati, OH for a massive event on August 6th, 2023. An
incredible Rosary Rally has emerged out of nowhere, aiming to support voting YES on Ohio’s Issue 1.
The event has already wildly exceeded projected attendance in a very short amount of time as the
anticipation grows to attend the event. The event hopes to encourage ALL Christians in Ohio to vote
“YES” on Issue 1, two days before the crucial August Election begins August 8th.

“We are seeing a new awakening among Catholics who love their Country and will no longer just sit
back as the world around them crumbles. The attention this event is already getting confirms just
that.” said John Yep, CEO Catholics for Catholics.



The same Catholic groups behind the successful LA Dodger Prayer Rally last June, garnering
international headlines, are carrying the momentum forward and joining forces with local Ohio
groups to execute a monumental event.

Media outlets and major Christian organizations, such as the Center for Christian Virtue and many
others, are calling this the most important pro-family rally since Roe v Wade was overturned. The
event will take place within the Archdiocese of Cincinnati, who has been invited to participate. Two
powerhouse Catholic entities, the Catholic Speakers Organization and Catholics For Catholics, have
teamed up with the primary goal to bring widespread attention to Ohio's Issue 1 and maximize
awareness about why we should vote YES on Issue 1.

WHEN: Sunday, August 6th, 2023 | 3pm - 6pm ET
Feast of the Transfiguration of the Lord, a holy day for Christians around the world.

WHERE: Dorl Field, Norwood, Ohio | 2648 Robertson Ave., Norwood, OH 45212

WEBSITE: www.OhioIssue1.life

WHY: With the breaking news from the Ohio Secretary of State’s office announcing that the ACLU’s
Abortion and Child Sex Change Surgery Amendment collected enough valid signatures and will be
on the ballot this November, Catholics and Pro-Family groups are joining forces to push back in an
unprecedented way.

Woke extreme groups are attempting to enshrine abortion till birth, including a parent’s ability to
stop their child from being pressured into an abortion. Additionally, they are attempting to grant the
“right” for minors to receive harmful hormone-suppressing drugs and undergo permanent sex
change mutilations without their parent’s knowledge.

The upcoming August Election has just ONE issue. A Vote for YES on Issue 1 will put the threshold in
Ohio from a simple majority of 50% +1 to 60% and is a way to protect preborn babies and minors
from receiving permanent sex change mutilations without any parent involvement. If ISSUE 1 passes
on August 8th , this would make it harder for the woke groups to achieve their goal in November.

“When we learned how important this issue was to Ohio and how it is poised to set the table for the rest of
the country, we had to act and act fast. This rosary rally will serve as a visual manifestation that God’s
children must be protected, and as men of God, we will not stand by and watch our country be morally
robbed.” said Joe Condit, founder & CEO of the Catholic Speakers Organization.

Thousands of Christians and supporters of life will join in a peaceful prayer rally at Dorl Field to
express their steadfast support for Issue 1 and to hear the nation’s leading figures on the topic.
Christians of all faiths are using this event to make a statement and stand together to speak out.
Enough is Enough! Children must be protected at all costs.

http://www.ohioissue1.life


WHO: Catholics for Catholics and the Catholic Speakers Organization are hosting the event.

The Catholic Speakers Organization is a Cincinnati founded company and the largest
Catholic-focused talent agency in the world. Learn more here: www.CatholicSpeakers.com

Learn more about Catholics for Catholics here: https://cforc.com/.

John Yep, Chief Executive Officer of Catholics for Catholics, will be available for media interviews
prior to the start of the procession along with procession participants and special guests.

● Special Media Parking is available on site
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